
 

Year 4 

Autumn Term 2020 
Battles Before Britain 

Reading: 
Class Text: Dream Master: Nightmare! 

This is a fantastic book with good links to the Viking period and lots of opportunities for 

creative ideas that we can use in our writing. 

In guided reading we will be mainly working on the most essential skills of comprehension: 

understanding the text (even when it has unfamiliar words in it) and being able to retrieve 

information from it accurately to answer questions. 

 

Writing: 
Word classes, including different kinds of nouns and how to use pronouns to aid cohesion 

and avoid repetition. Modifying noun phrases with adjectives, beginning sentences with 

fronted adverbials, using apostrophes for singular and plural possession. Using 

determiners correctly. 

We’ll be recapping spelling, sentence structure and handwriting a lot as we go and we’ll 

write about the changes we’ve seen over recent months as well as things that are linked 

to our topic and class text.  
  

 

 

Maths: 
We’ll be working first on recapping and understanding Year 3 maths, focusing on areas such 

as place value, addition and subtraction as well as times tables knowledge before moving on 

to cover the year 4 objectives more comprehensively. 

 

Number and place value: Order and compare numbers beyond 1,000, recognising the place 

value of each digit. Find 1,000 more or less than a given number. 

Calculations: Addition and subtraction of numbers with up to 4 digits using informal and 

formal methods, estimation and using inverse operations to check answers. Word problems 

including 2-step problems, all multiplication and division facts up to 12x12, mental 

multiplication and division using place value and times tables facts (including multiplying and 

dividing by 0 and 1). Factor pairs, multiplying a 2– or 3–digit number by a 1-digit number 

using informal methods.  

Fractions, Decimals and Percentages: Finding common equivalent fractions and solving 

simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to 2 decimal places. 

Measurement: Compare, estimate and calculate using different measures, including money. 

Read, write and convert time. Convert different measures: length, capacity, mass and time. 

Geometry: Compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and triangles 

based on their properties. Find and draw lines of symmetry. 

Statistics: Interpret and present discrete and continuous data using appropriate graphical 

methods, including bar charts and time graphs. Solve comparison, sum and difference 

problems using information presented in bar charts, pictograms, tables and other 

presentation methods. 

  
 

 

History: 
The British Anglo-Saxon and Viking Period: 420-1066AD 
We’ll be looking at the dramatic changes that took place during this time as conflicts 

between the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings came to a head and the lines between 

invasion, settlement and trade became blurred, changing our culture forever as, for the 

first time, the idea of a country called “England” began to take shape. 

 

Understanding chronology: We will place events, artefacts and historical figures on a 

timeline using dates. 

Overview of world history: We will gain a broad overview of life in Britain during this 

period and understand its lasting impact on us today. 

Historical inquiry: We will use multiple sources of evidence to gain an accurate view of 

history and suggest causes and consequences of major events. 

Communicating historically: We will learn appropriate vocabulary to discuss the effects 

of war and peace and communicate information about the past. 

Geography: 
Communicating geographically: We will describe and explain key aspects of human 

geography including settlements and land use. 

Investigating patterns: We will describe geographical similarities and differences 

between countries. 

Investigating places: We will explain our own views about locations, giving reasons. 

 

Art: We will learn how to sketch, paint and collage effectively, using 

appropriate techniques to develop our ideas. 

D&T: We will make a cloth pouch in traditional style, as well as creating other 

objects from clay and wood incorporating Norse runes. 

 French: 
Encore / Quelle heure est-il? Meeting and greeting, numbers from 1-10, introducing 

yourself, introduction to cognates and dual-language dictionaries, descriptions, 

nationalities, leisure activities (watch, play, listen to…) telling the time and saying when 

activities happen, writing a simple storyboard story, and Christmas vocabulary and 

traditions. 

Music:  
Charanga: Music lessons cover several genres as well as providing the children with 

essential musical skills. 

PE: 
Developing skills and attributes in football, fitness sessions, gymnastics and benchball. 

We will also be having regular extra outdoor sessions of various activities and games. 

Please note that until further notice, due to Covid-19 restrictions, we are not swimming. 

 

RE: 
What can we learn from the synagogue? A look at Judaism. 

What is the Trinity? Digging deeper into Christianity. 

Topic link: Were there Christian Vikings? The ancient faiths of the Anglo-Saxons 

and the Vikings and the early Christian church. 

 

PHSE: 
Me and my school: Class rules, the role of the School Council rep, jobs on the School 

Council and Class Council. My strengths and weaknesses. 

Me and my safety: Safety in school, responsibilities for my safety and the safety of 

others, E-Safety (linked to the Computing unit). 

Science: 
States of Matter 

We will compare and group materials together, according to 

whether they are solids, liquids or gases. 

We will explain what happens to materials when they are 

heated or cooled. 

We will identify the part that evaporation and condensation 

has in the water cycle. 

 

Computing:  
Online safety: Using technology (including search 

technologies) safely, respectfully and responsibly. Recognising 

acceptable and unacceptable behaviour online and knowing 

how to report content or contact. 

 

Coding: Design, write and debug programs, solve problems by 

decomposing them into smaller parts, use logic to explain how 

simple algorithms work. 

  

 

Entry Point: We will become a Norse 

horde and populate our class ship with terrifying 

warriors, ready to “go Viking”! 
 

Visits/Events:  
Currently, we do not have any trips planned due 

to Covid-19 restrictions. 
 

Challenge:     

Why do you think someone might have written 

this? What might they have written it on? 

 

BriŊ me þe power of tjr 
and þe streŊþ of þor 

to protect me.  
 


